
RE: Climate Strategy - Climate Change Mitigation One Pagers
February 23, 2022

Dear City of Calgary,

As the leading climate advocacy group in Calgary, we are writing to you regarding the Calgary Climate
Strategy. Our volunteers have reviewed the current Climate Resilience Strategy and prepared a set of one
pagers. These one pagers present our positions and recommendations for climate change mitigation in
Calgary. Our aim is to see these recommendations included in the next revision of the Climate Strategy. These
documents have been reviewed and approved by the Board of Calgary Climate Hub. We have also
collaborated with other local non-partisan, non-profit organizations to develop the one pagers, including: Bike
Calgary, Fair Fare, Recycling Council of Alberta, and Sustainable Calgary.

The one pagers are broken into eight (8) topics:
● Electricity
● Existing Buildings
● New Buildings
● Land Use
● Public Transit
● Cycling and E-Mobility
● Zero Emission Vehicles
● Waste

We are thrilled to be in a city that has committed to net-zero by 2050 and believe our recommendations will
firmly put Calgary on track to being a net-zero city as soon as possible. Climate is also a big, intersectional
issue. We believe implementation of our recommendations will enhance mobility, inclusion, public health,
economic resilience and sustainability while reducing the risks and economic impacts associated with climate
change. As a large municipality, Calgary has the ability to act meaningfully to solve the climate and advocate to
provincial and federal governments to act as well.

As citizens of Calgary, we are eager to see tangible, measurable actions on climate change mitigation. We will
also be following up with one pagers for climate change adaptation for your consideration. We look forward to
working collaboratively with you and appreciate your leadership on this important matter to ensure a healthy,
prosperous, and liveable city for all Calgarians.

If you have any questions, we would be delighted to meet and discuss how we can work together to
create, support and implement a great Climate Strategy. Please reach out to Robert Tremblay
(robert@calgaryclimatehub.ca) or Adrita Haque to organize meetings.

Sincerely,
Calgary Climate Hub Board


